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I. INTI_ODUCTION The Space Environ- T,bi_I. Ob.,r..Uon,lit,,,,orU,,G_IS/_*_'_.
ment Monitors (SEM) on board the _,s-L,SUl _s-21sU,
Japanese geostationary meteorological Cho,,.elPor_hhImr,y,o.9,etc..elPorflc*,_ ,,y,o._,
satellites (GMS-I and GMS-2) observed ,i_ |v_ ll,ev_tlo_ lyoc IIleYI
energeticprotons, alpha particles and rl ,mo.s1.2-_ rl _,o_o,,s0a. ,
electrons continuously for February r_ ,tonG,,_- a n Drolo,,,- l
1078 to September 1984. The satellites r) prOnG.,i- aG r_ D_o,o,,,. I_
were at 6,6 earth radii above 14O_E ,, _ro,o,,i_-_ _ _ro,0,,_- _0
equator. Observationalitems are shown P_i _rHo.s Y. - _0 P5 Dro|o._ )0 - &O
in Table 1 [i]. rs _,0,o,,_0._00 _ _ro,o.,- -i_
In the propagation studies of
solar energetic particles,statistical _ ,ro_on,_w-_00 - _
^l _lt,l,oJ _- ;'0 ^] olohos !. _g
analyses for many events revealed on
averaged picture of the propagation ^_ oI_I_,)0- _0 ^_ ,I,_,,,n- _
such as was reported by Reinhard et _ oi_, _ -I_0 _ ol_im_,,.I_0
el,[2] and Van Hollebeke et el.[3]. ^" oI_,_,I_0-_0 ^,, oi,,,o,I_0-_,,0
They showed the existence of the _ast ^_ o_ho,_0-_0 ^_ ,i,_,o,_0-_0
propagationregion (FPR:45"_/_+_6@0, on _L ,i,c.o,,,> _ i:1 ,hc,r0n,>
an average)or thepreferredconnection Ib.4a_,were ob_a|oed by %be C)IS-I/SE}{for
bee.lg81 to l'_b 1983,
heltolongttude. We tried to study some
characteristicsof the propagationpro- _o_o
tess of solar energetic particles by _' ,_/-__._/_.,
using the data provided by the
GMS/SEM's for February 1978 to February _8_! _ _i _'
ig8S. Some preliminaryresults of the _ k_-k_<'_qjk I
data analyses are reported in the -_'11\'.-,__<',,.Z.apresentpaper, i
2. DISTRIBUTION OF TIlE SEP EVENTS ' I_,,_-T-'---_,__'_'
Sometimes, the GMS/SEM's observed the __ _
solar energeticparticle (SEP) events
at their synchronousorbits. Two exam- P------_--_.!- _ ,
plea of the SEP events are shown in - a_ ,o
Fig.l(a) and l(b). As seen in the fig- L_,_0
urea, there was apparent increase in , , - , ,
each channel, except for the Pl and EL (_) I_. _ _
channels. These two channels are omit- _____
ted from our analyses because they are _ _ . ____contaminateddominantlyby the g om g- . ; ,
netically trapped or quasl-trappedpar- -_ r_____
ticles. _0- .. r,About 50 SEP events were observed __--_1%-._____
by the GMS/SEM's for the period _ • _---_
(Fig.2), llourlyplots of the SEM data, -_ "__
first, indicate that the time profiles ,,,,
of flux intensitiesof the SEP events ,0 ,0 ,o
are different from event to event. I% _"'"'
rig I Two exa,_ples oi _be _;[iP eve.ts Ilourl-
seems, however, that they are able to averat_4 S_ data _r_ plotted lot _ay _970 (a)
be classified roughly into two groups, ,.aJ.,,_?0 _ _, ._,,to__o_ ,,_,a i_
One of them is the short rise time _o_i.d a. _.s,,r a_,,,t, _.d J_,,n,io,_eve.t: oS an L_T event Each cha.l, el Is
(SRT) event group. The rise time of .epara_.dlror, other,by_ul_lplyi._/actor1_
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1. INTRODUCTION The Space Environ-
ment Monitors (SEM) on board the 
Japanese geostationary meteorological 
satellites (GMS-1 and GMS-2) observed 
energetic protons, alpha particl@s and 
electrons continuously for February 
1978 to Septemb@r 1984. Th@ saiellites 
were at 6.6 earth radii above 140'E 
equator. Obs@rvational items are shown 
in Table 1 [1]. 
In the propagation studi@s of 
solar energetic particles, statistical 
analys@s for many events revealed on 
averaged picture of the propagation 
such as was reported by Reinhard @t 
al.(2) and Van Hollebeke et al.[3]. 
They showed the existence of th@ fast 
propagation region (FPR: 45°~ ± N60°, on 
an average) or the preferred connection 
region (PCR:20°W 80°'11) in ihe 
heliolongitude. ~e tried to study some 
characteristics of the propagation pro-
cess of solar energetic particles by 
using the data provided by the 
GMS/SEM's for February 1978 to February 
1983. Som  preliminary results of the 
data analyses ar@ reported in the 
present paper. 
2. DISTRIBUTION OF THE SEP EVENTS 
Sometim@s, the GMS/SEM's observ@d the 
solar en@rgetic particle (SEP) events 
at their synchronous orbits. Two exam-
ples of th@ SEP ev@nts are shown in 
Fig.l(a) and l(b). As seen in the fig-
ures, there was apparent incr@ase in 
@ach channel, @xcept for the Pl and llL 
channels. These two channels are omit-
ted from our analyses b@cause they are 
contaminat@d dominantly by the geomag-
n@tically trapped or quasi-trapped par-
ticles. 
About 50 SEP events were observ@d 
by the GMS/SEM's for the p@riod 
(Fig.2). Hourly plots of the SEM data, 
first, indicate that th@ tim@ profil@s 
of flux intensities of the SEP @vents 
ar@ different from event to event. It 
seems, however, that they ar@ able to 
b@ classified roughly into two groups. 
One of them is the short rise time 
<SRT) event group. The rise time of 
Toblo I Observotlonal Ite»e or the GHS/Gun's 
GlIS-IISEJI GlIS-liSUI 
Chonnel Porllcl. Enerqy ftonve ehonn.1 Porllcl. En·;,,~v~or19' lIune IYD. IIleVI lIane hD. 
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rs Druto", )11 • 10 rs Droton, )0 • 50 
r5 Plotons 10 - '00 r5 Drotons 50 - 100 
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- - -AI loho. , . 10 AI OIDhol I . 56 
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an SRT event iB relatively short. It has a clear peak, as shown in
Fig.l(a). (Here the rise time is defined as the time from onset to max-
imum flux intensity.) The other group i9 composed of several "-_ven%s, al-
ternatlvely, which do not belong to the SRT event group (such as in
Fig.l(b)), that is, it includes long rise time events, those which have no
clear peak, and those which have somewhat complex time profile_. We
called the second group the long Flee time (LRT) event group. The dlstrl-
butions of the SRT and the LRT events are shown in Fig.3. These flgures
indicate that the SRT events distribute dominantly on the western hemi-
sphere and many of the LRT events on the eastern.
3 CO_RELATION BETWEEN THE SRT EVENTS AND THE P_ECEDING SSC's Temporal
situation of the inierplanetary space will become a very important factor
in addition to the steady and averaged configuration of the space, when we
consider %he interplanetary propagation of solar energetic particles.
Shock waves are one of the most dominant sources which affects %he tem-
poral situation of %he space such as %he IMF. Shocks also disturb the
geomagnetlo situation as sometimes observed as storm sudden commencement(SSG).
We examined the correlation between the SEP events and preoedlng
SSC's. Fig.4 shows the frequency distribution of events which were accom-
panied by the SSC several days prior to onset of event. In the figure,
_0{S bhe time needed for the sun 1o rotate 18@°i it is considered to be
nearly double scale of the broadness of interplanetary shocks [5]. It can
been seen in the figure that a reasonable correlation exists between the
SRT events and their accompanied preceding SSC's, while no correlation ex-
ists for the LRT events. And _ is considered as a limit of the correla-
tion.
4 TIME VARIATION OF P/_ -RATIO It would be interesting to find ten
dencles of time variation of the proton-alpha ratio in the context of pro-
pagatlon study, because it is expected that there are some qualitative
differences in the effects suffered during the propagation. We plotted
a •• 
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an SRT event is relatively short. It has a clear peak, as shown in 
Fig,l(a). (Here the rise time is defined as the time from onset to max-
imum flux intE'nsity,) The other group i.s compos€'d of seve'ral --avents, al-
tE'rnatively, which do not belong to the SRT event group (such as in 
Fig,l(b», that is, it includes long rise time events, those which have no 
clear peak, and those which have somewhat complex time profiles. We 
called the second group the long rise time (LRT) event group. The distri-
butions of the SRT and th@ LRT events are shown in Fig.3. These figures 
indicate that the SRT events distribute dominantly on the western hemi-
sphere and many of the LRT events on the eastern, 
3 CORRELATION BETWEEN THE SRT EVhNTS AND THE P~EChDING SSC's Temporal 
situation of the inierplan€'tary space will become a very important factor 
in addition to the steady and averaged configuration of the space, when we 
consider the interplanptary propagation of solar energetic particles. 
Shock waves are one of the most dominant sources which affects the tem-
poral situation of the space such as the IMF. Shocks also disturb the 
geomagnetic situation as sometimes observed as storm sudden commencement 
(SSC) . 
We @xamined the correlation between the SEP events and prpceding 
SSC's. Fig.4 shows the fr@quency distribution of events which were accom-
panied by the SSC several days prior to onset of event. In the figure, 
~ois the time n@eded for th@ sun to rotate 180°j it is considerpd to be 
nparly double scale of the broadness of interplanptary shocks (5). It can 
been seen in the figure that a reasonable corr@lation exists between the 
SRT events and th€'ir accompanied preceding SSC's, while no correlation ex-
ists for the LRT events. And ~ is consid@red as a limit of the correla-
tion. 
4 TIME VARIATION OF P/oc -RATIO It would be interesting to find ten 
dencips of time variation of the proton-alpha ratio in the contE'xt of pro-
pagation study, because it is @xpect€'d that th@re are some qualitative 
differences in the effects suffered during the propagation. We plotted 
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three r_tlos corre_pondln_to thr_e _n- 5o,_
orgy (per nucleon) ranges, R(L), R(M) N _G
and R(II)defined as _o_ Snl iR(L;t) = [P2(t)IPS(t)]/Al(t), , , ,
R(M;t) = P4(t)/A3(t), 'i1"-I '
Examples of these plots for an SRT and r"l i
an LRT events @re shown in Fig.5. In I : 20 ,:i ',:, I "the figure, plots of R(H), which is the ' ' _--_ .........2! , _ tl
i i i 0,
i _ , t i i t Ione of highest energy, fluctuate signi- l I m , t........ _-----.
flcantly,because of poor statisticson _ i , ! II IP5 and A4. From the plo s of many ! . ,....
events, we may be able to say that R(L) _ 0 o _ j 4 s 6 7 8 9_t_s3°
has a constancy in its value during a I_av.)
event for both the SRT and the LRT _o "I. N]_
I
events but the values are different . _
from event to event. And, for the SRT ]s0 LRI :t
events, R(M) and R(H) have a tendency I I _o_6
to decrease with time, while they were ' ' I
nearly constant for the LRT events. : :L0 i I
]hess tentativelyidentified tendencies ,:: 2_'
ii i ....... %
are represented in Flg.5 by broken ' ,3c I ::
I I _ I i
lines. ' : ' I '"
, , :2( , II
5.DISCUSSIo ' :: ;--" I----l!'5.1 Coronal Pr pagation: The SEMI I .' r'] .
data are h°urly averaged °nee and can I ill;(:--_/-j: i 1',, , _--' "--III [Jnot provide any information about an- ' *. ' : 'isotropy. Hence, it is not possible to [ :'' ' ',I II [ I ! _ I . , . 1 n
discuss coronal propagation in detail No 0 I 2 3 _ _ _ 7 _ _._s "• (day l
However, we can draw some suggestionsFig 4 Correlationbetween the SEP events and
about coronal propagation from the theiraccompaniedpreoedl_gSSC'G The
data. It is not natural that the freque.cydistributionissho_ _he a_eclsse
in the figure represents how many days does
mechanism of solar flare responsibleoccur SSC prior to SEP event And _ is a
for particle accelerationand releaselimit Of the correlation Diagr_ indicatedby
would change depending on the broken llne with right hand side ordinaterepresentsthe distributionof eventm_oer,
heliolongitude of flare position.
Therefore, Fig.S suggests as follows. SRT LRT
The differences between the SRT and the P3
differences of the propagationeffects .......
suffered during the propagationbetween_ s I0
the sun and the earth for each group._'°'IIH_II_ _
As is well known, the region o_ good }°,.iill_ll_ R(L)
connection is 40° - 50 ° W in the
hel olongitude. Accordin to Reinhar I__I_P'I, ,
et el., the predominantlywell guided ,i_ i_" L
region is not so narrow, in fact, it is a(M)
rather more wide; that is the FPR has a _ |
size of _100° In section 2, we found_ ,°,
that the width of distributionof the
SRT event was about 100e This may im-"
ply that the solar energetic particles, ""
generated by the flare at a heliolongi-
tude A , fill up the region with a
center of _ and radius of _50 ° ino
heliolongltude, and when the root of_
the IMF passing the earth is lying in
this region, that event will be ob-_
served as an SRT event at IAU. Fig.3
is an evidence of the existence of the
PPR. fhus, we would be able to state
that the SRT events are distributing in _Ig.5lt,.ever|.%lano_r/a-re_Io Three
the FPR and man_ of the LRT events are rot|as oarresoon_i,,_to three energy rsn@e,orel)|Otked le.totlvely Ide.tifled _e.de._|es nrefar from this region. We should, here, _r...b__,°,dos_ro_e,,_tnee
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Examples of these plots for an SRT and r--) 20 
an LRT ev~nts 9re shown in Fig. 5. In : . 
the figur , l t  f OI>, ich is the : : 
one of high~st energy, fluctuate signi- : : m 
ficantly, because of poor statistics on rl 
P5 and A4. From the plots of any ~ 
~ nts,   ~     (  ~ 
  tancy in ts lue ing  
  h    he  
events but the values are different 
from event to event. And, for the SRT 
~vents, R(M) and R(H) have a tendpncy 
to decrease with time, while th~y w~re 
parly c stant f r t e L T e e ts. 
lhesp tentatively identified tendencies 
are rppresented in Fig.5 by broken 
lines. 
5. DISCUSSION 
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However, we can draw so e suggestions Fig 4 Correlation between the SEP events and 
t r l r tion from the their aooompanied preoeding 's The 
t . It i  t t r l t t the frequenoy distribution is sbown Tbe absoissa 
in tb  figure re resents how any a s es 
echan ism f s  l r f1 are> responsi bl e oocur SSC prior to SEP event And ""C is a 
f r rticlp accelpration and relpase limit of tbe correlat1on Diagram indicated by 
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note the fact that there are a few exceptionsfez both groups, and the
statement is valid in the sense of averaged picture.
5.2 InterplanetaryPropagation: Let us consider the space with dis-
tance less than IAU when a shock has Just passed, i.e., immediatelyafter
an occurrenceof SSC. Observationsshow that, when a shock has passed in
the space, the solar energeticparticles propagatein the interplanetary
space; %hen these particles are observed predominantlyas an SRT event.
This means that, for such an event, most of the energeticparticles have
suffered only little scatteringthrough their propagation in the space.
Therefore, the result is that mean free path, hence diffusioncoefficient,
is large for the energeticparticleswith energy (or rigidity) under con-
sideration. And this may suggest the number density of scatteringcenters
in the spice decreased after passage of shock. When a shock wave that
triggered off an S$C has propagatedthrough the space, the irregularities
of magnetic field which are scahterlngcenters were swept out. Thus the
density of scattering centers is minimized within several days after an
occurrenceof a SSC. At this time, lh is consideredthat some region of_
the interplanetary space which has been swept out by a shock is a "clean
space". The cleanness of the space will decay in two wa_s. One is due to
the rotation of %he sun . The other is due to the random motion of the
roots of the IMF on the solar surface. _herefore, it is inferred that an
upper limit in time between the SRT events and precedln£ SSC's. According
to the statistics in Fig.4, this upper limit is 7-10 days.
We should, however, remember the followingargument. If the inter-
planetary shock that is observed as a precedingSSC and the solar flare_
that generatesan SRT event occur in the same active region, then another
possibility may exist other than the above mentioned. The active region
that is responsiblefor a SRT event has been in the eastern hemisphere
several days before. At this time, it is possible 1o imagine that such
active region has generated a shock wave that is responsible for a SSC.
In this case, the correlationbetween a western hemisphere event and its
precedingSSC necessarilyexists. Then, the essential condition of the
occurrence of SRT events is that the parent flare occurs in the western
hemisphere;and %he correlationbetween SRT events and their preceding
SSC's is not the cause but a result If it were a result, it becomesmore
interestedbecause subsequent occurrencesof shock ejection and flare pro-
vides inlormations of predictionof an occurrenceof _lare and o_ flare
mechanism itself. Continuousmeasurementsof the power spectrum of the
IMF will be able to solve this problem.
The time profiles of the LRT events significantly differ from each
other Moreover it is no% possible that the LRT events can be understood
by using one propagationmodel only (e.g.,anise%topic diffusion model).
These two facts may suggest that the interplanetarypropagation effects
modulate significantlythe time profile. For example, when we tried to
fit the time profiles by using an anisotropicdiffusionmodel (e,g.,
Burlaga's ADB model [5]), fit%ins curve was in good agreement with the ap-
propriate parameters for the SRT events, but for the LRT events, no rea-
sonable agreementwas obtained. In the case of the SRT event, time varia-
tions of P/_ -ratio for R(L),R(M)and R(H) are able to be understood by
introducingappropriateenergy (or rigidity)dependenceof the mean free
path of particles. On the other hand, for the LRT event, i1 is not possl-
ble to explain the time variation of P/< by using diffusion theory only
because it is consideredthat this kind of events was suffered the propa-
gation effects other than diffusion effect, Though, it seems that con-
stancy in P/_ restricts these effects such as that protons and alphas were
modulated in a same manner.
The SEM data used in the present study were provided from the
MeteorologicalSatellite Center, the JapaneseMeteorologicalAgency.
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SH 3.1-1 no ~ the fact that there are a few exceptions for both groups, and the stat~ment is valid in the sense of averaged picture. 5.2 Interplanetary Propagation: Let us consider the space with dis-tance less than 1AU when a shock has just passed, i.e., immediately after an occurrence of SSC. Observations show that, when a shock has passed in the space, the solar en rgetic particles propagat~ in the interplanetary space; then these particl~s are observed predominantly as an SRT event. This means that, for such an event, most of the energetic particles have suff red only littl~ scattering through their propagation in the space. Therefore, the result is that mean free path, hence diffusion co~fficient, is large for the energetic particles with energy (or rigidity) under con-sideration. And this may sugg~st the numb~r density of scattering cent~rs in the space decreased after passage of shock. When a shock wave that trigg~red off an SSC has propagated through the space, the irregularities of magnetic field which are scattering centers were swept out. Thus the density of scattering centers is minimized within s~veral days after an occurrence of a SSC. At this time, it is considered that some region of, the interplan~tary space which has been swept out by a shock is a "clean space". The cleann~ss of the space will decay in two ways. One is due Lo the rotation of the sun. The other is due to the random motion of the roots of the IMF on the solar surface. 1herefore, it is inferred that an upper l m t in time between the SRT events and preceding SSC's. According to the statistics in Fig.4, this upper limit is 7-10 days. We should, however, re ember the following argument. If th~ inter-planetary shock that is observed as a preceding SSC and the solar flare, that g nerates an SRT vent occur in the same active region, then another possibility may exist other than the above mentioned. The active rerrion that is responsible for a SRT event has been in the eastern hemisphere s veral days before. At this time, it is possible to imagine that such active region has generated a shock wave that is responsible for a SSC. In this case, the correlation between a western hemisphere event and its pr ceding SSC n cessarily exists. Then, the essential condition of the occurrence of SRT events is that the parent flare occurs in the western hemisph re; and the correlation between SRT events and their preceding sse's is not the cause but a result If it were a result, it becomes more interest~d because subsequent occurrences of shock ejection and flare pro-vides informations of prediction of an occurrence of flare and of flare mechanism itself. Continuous measurements of the power spectrum of the IMF will be able to solve this problem. The time profiles of the LRT events significantly differ from each other Moreover it is not possible that the LRT events can be understood by using one propagation model only (e.g., anisotropic diffusion model). Th se two facts may suggest that the interplanetary propagation effects modulate significantly the time profile. For example, when we tried to fit the time profiles by using an anisotropic diffusion model (e.g., Burlaga's ADB model [5J), fitting curve was in good agreement with the ap-propriate param ters for the SRT events, but for the LRT events, no rea-sonable agr ement was obtained. In the case of the SRT event, time varia-tions of P/d -ratio for R(L),R(M) and R(II) are able to be understood by introducing appropriate energy (or rigidity) dependence of the mean free path of particles. On the other hand, for the LRT event, it is not possi-ble to explain the time variation of P/~ by using diffusion theory only because it is considered that this kind of ~vents Wa5 suffered the propa-gation effects other than diffusion effect. Though, it seems that con-stancy in P/~ restricts these effects such as that protons and alphas were modulated in a same manner. 
The SEM data used in the present study were provided from the M teorological Satellite Center, the Japanese Meteorological Agency. 
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